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Radio ulster's "Talk Back" pt,oaramme ~ Interview ; 

· with Mr. Pertet Robinson - 30 April 1987 

/ 
Talk Baek turns today to the Deputy Leader of the Democratic 
Unionist Party, Peter Robinson, who is one of the central - ·' fi9ures in the joint unionist task force. Thetas~ force ,a, 
set up to monitor political opinion in the unionist conununity 
and to consider ways of breakino the political stalemate. It is 
now likely that it will produce an alterna~ive to the 
Anglo-Irish Agreement and send up sionals to the British : 
Government and the SDLP that the unionist parties will n•ootiate 
if certain guarantees are granted~ Later today the task force -will complete its talks with unionist qroupin;s and its report 
will be sent to the Party leaders next month. So when Peter 
Robinson came into the studio earlier today I began by asking 
him how much pro9ress had' been made. 

M,, Robinson: Well I think that, as would be expected, there 
hasn't been an overall consensus. There have been wide areas 
of agreement with all of those that we have spoken to and there 
has been a clear majority view cominQ (rom the many stands of 
the pro-union community that we have had the opportunity to 
meet. we met a very wide range of the unionist community, in 
fact I don't think it could have been much wider. We heve had 
the opportunity to speak to churchmen, to industrialists, to the 
loyal orders, to loyalist organisations and representing as they 
do the political parties, I think that probably covers the whole 
oambit of unionist opinion. I think that there is the ~iew 
that we should be makin9 the running more than we are at the 
present time 

Interviewet: The political running? 

Mr, Robinson: Well, both the political runnin·g because I don't 
think that you can produce any effective politlcal change from a 
position that is seen to be anything less than strong, so by 
opposition to the Anglo-Irish Agreement we mus t put ourselves in 
a stronger position to negotiate, and those negotiations can 
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only take place when the necessary circumstances and conditions ' ! 
are met. And I think that can only come about wh8'J'l -',unionists 
have within their own organisation and for themselves decided 

/ where it is that they are going and what alternative they want 
to the Anglo-Irish Agreement. 

·' ; ./ 

Interyiewer: So in a ~ense have the preasur~s upon you ~~om the 
unionist community changed slightly, in other words, changed 
from proccuro on you ee l'\av6 t.l\6 A.;l.i!!!::e,'1'11:mL t:1111cs1:5lu~tl to the 
current pressure which would appear certainly to be "for Q,od 
sake qet some alternative that mig~t be acceptable to the Dublin 
and London Governments"? 

Mr. B9binson: Well, I think we have entered a new phase in many 
ways and it is not so much that pressures and circumstances that 
people envisage the Agreement may have changed, I think what has 
occurred is that for the first year I think it was ri;ht that 
the community organised its opposition in such a way as to show 
that we weren•t going to consent to the Agreement and that we 
weren•t going to acquiesce on it. ~ffectively I think they 
have done that and I think more effectively than the Government . 
imagined that the1 would. I think the Government believed that 
the community would have settled down and accepted the Aoreement 
after about three. months of hopping and popping. That hasn't 
occurred and I think the Government must now recognise that the 
Agreement can't stick and that an alternative is necessary to 
their view. That therefore brings us into a new phase. The 
Government will attempt to work the Agreement which is starting 
through the Public Order legislation and such like. Our 
opposition therefore, on the one hand, must be to ensure that 
they are challenged in any implementation of the Agreement and 
we must give them the opportunity to get off the hook that they 
have got themselves on by saying that we are willing to consider 
on al~ernativt1 l~ ~u·,.J 1.~wlci1,,:~1111;mt tor: the Agre.ement. ·1·nose are 
the words that Jim Molyneaux and Ian Paisley used from the very 
start. I think that the emphacio th~t was given to our 
campaign was always a negative one, that Ulster was sayinq no 
and only no, but from the very beginninq indeed before the 

J ' 
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J • Anglo-Irish Agreement was signed, the two unionist le~ders had said that they were prepared to negotiate an alterna~ive. And what we are really saying, I suspect and I think t~e community 
. I is sayin; it too, is that more emphasis should be given to that particular strand of the tw6 unionists leaders view. 

I 

; ~· 
Inte~yiewe;: You talked about the hook that.Mrs. Thatchet is on but surely you too, the unionist political families is on a hook as well, a hook of your own making in that , you have said there· can be no movement, there can be no talks until Mrs. Thatcher takes the initiative and suspends ~he Anglo-Irish Agreement. Now ~he is not going to do that unless you reveal your own hand surely? -~ 

Mr. Robinson: Well, I think Mrs. Thatcher put herself on a hook, We didn't put ourselves on that hook because effectively when the Prime Minister refused to consult unionists before the Anglo-Irish Agreement was signed she had put them out of the process and unionists woulO then be negotiating if they were to negotiate in the present circumstances with the Anglo-Irish Agreement in place and they would theref~re be negotiatin9 for some structure within the Anqlo-Irish Agreement. That i1n't acceptable, What we are saying is that we would be prepared, providing the conditions for negotiations are right and 
provi~ing the agenda . is right, we are prepared to negotiate an alternative, a substitute for the Agreement rather than a 
modification of it. And in those circumstances I think you will find a willing and generous unionist leadership. 

Interviewer: But if the task force comes up with a report which is in essence a blueprint for the alternative you will be 
proposing for the Anglo-Irish Agreement, isn't that revealing your hand before nagotiations begin? 

Mr. Robinson: No, I don't think that we can come up with any dQtailod ot~ue~ure, oL l~d~t certain1y pu~licly there could be no release of a detailed alternative. I think the most that publicly can be done is for the two unionist leaders, if they 
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accept the ;eneral principl~ an~ I suspect that theY :Rrobably 
will because its in essence what they have been saying from the 
date in August before the 
give a signal that in the 
conditions that unionists 
direction. 

Agreement was signed, that we would 
/ 

right set of circumstances and 
would be prepared to ,move in a certain 

·' ; 
/ 

Interviewer: 
the British 
SDLP? 

Who do you hope to decode those signals? Is it 
Government, is it the Irish Government, is it the. 

. 
' 

Mr. Robinson: Oh, I suppose that . you put up a signal and 
whoever is interested in deciphering starts-Co do it and maybe 
in many ways our job is to convince reasonable opinion, whatever 
category it falls into, maybe even in the press to show that 
unionists have not been negative, that they have always had 
proposals on the table. I mean its an outrage to me the 
suggestion that unionists are always saying no. Over, and I'm 
just taking over the last couple of years, the Ulster unionist 
party put out their document "the way forward". My party put 
out two documents the one "Ulster the future assured" and then . 
another on legislative devolution, our two parties alon9 with 
the Alliance party put forward as a basis for negotiation, the 
proposals that were worked under Sir Frederick Caterwood. 
Since then the two unionist party leaders wrote in August 1985 
to the Prime Minisler giving a framework not only for a 
structure within Northern Ireland but for the relationship that 
there would be with the Republic of Ireland should that 
structure be set up. And again our two party executives, even 
after the Anglo-Irish Agreement was signed, passed resolutions 
which indicated the broad nature and framework of any further · 
negotiations. So we haven't been negative but the emphasis 
given to our campaign nas simply been "no" to the Anglo-Irish 
Agreement. But we have been saying yes to a -.lot of things and 
maybe its up to UR to mAkO a more clarion cal~ of our position 
on whfft. our alternative might b~ at least in the frnmawork and 

. skeletal form. 
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Interviewer: Obviously that · alternative is Qoin'ii t'o .'be one that 
has to be acceptable to the SDLP. It has to ba arceptable to 
Ll\c BtlL.ir:sla 6uv~uuui:nt trnd it has to be acceptable to tne .lrisn 
Government. And if I interpret you correctly~ you are prepared 
to move in some measure towards finding that kind of / 
acceptability, findin; that kind of consensus. Isn't the 
corollary to that that you ought now to start considerin; havinq 
talks without prejudice and without precondition with, for 
example, the SDLP and primarily with Mrs. Thatcher? . . 
Mr, Robinson: Well there is another clear necessity, they have 
to be acceptable to the unionist community,-'a community that has 
lived for years under terrorism, that had an Agreement imposed 
upon them without consultation that doesn't have their consent 
and yet to a large section of the world they, regardless of all 
those impoEitionc and tho agony that their community have oone 
through, are seen to be the baddies. Therefore I think that in 
many ways that unionist community must be satisfied that this 
sefequards their position within the United King~om ~n~ o!n givG 
them a peaceful e~istanu~ in this part·~f the United K1ng0om, so 
I rut . that ~n mr (iroL ftlu~l~r, ~kc Yieu~ ~E ~he u"i9~1,~ 
community and I think the two leaders did, and that was the 
reason that they set up Lhe l&$k fu~u~ tu tttke unionist opinion 
on t.hP. mi:tt-f-Ptr, Ravlna moved from that poiition then you try 
with a reasonable alternative .to secure as much agreement for it 
as possible. But you cannot without prejudice, because I mean 
that is a euphemism but it doesn't really mean anything, If the 
Anglo-Irish Agree.ment is there then your talks are prejudiced, 
they are prejudiced because the SDLP that you would be talking 
to in those circumstances has an absolute veto, they sit and 
they will listen to whatever you say and they'll say, well you 
know, we've got the Angl~-Ir~sh Agreement, we don't need to move 
until you do exactly what we want you to do. ', And that gives 
them the upper hand in any negotiations and therefore if you 
want real negotiations without prejudice the Anglo-Irish 
Agreement does need to be suspended as the two leaders have 
requested. 
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Intetviewer: so where then ·do you look for moveme6~~ I mean 
once you have your report and once you have your alternative and 

I 
once you have sent up your smoke signals that indicate you are 
prepared to negotiate an alternative, who has got to be the 

- ·' first party in all of those to move, I mean has it oot to be the 
British Government? 

Mr, Rob~p§~~: Well, I think the British Qovernment ar•, ~~y· 
element. The British Government after all by-passed the: 
unionist community and they are the party that can bring the 
unionists back into the political process. They have refused 
to listen to the voice of the unionist community end therefore 
they are the ones that will have to 9ive the unionists the 
opportunity to speak again, And I would have thought that the 
Prime Minister would hav~ a clear choice, she would have the 
choice of clutching to an Agreement that has been shown over the 
period of the last number of months to increase violence, it has 
increased the instability both in economic and political terms 
in Northern Ireland and it has caused greater division in this 
community. So every day that would pafs with the unionists 
giving a clear signal that they had a reasonable alternative to 
it would be a day in which the Prime Minsiter would have the 
finger pointed at her for every act of violence that occurred, 
for every aspect of economic decline, for every indicator of 
political instability, and for every attitude of division in our 
community. For she will be the one who was refusing to have an 
Agreement that could bring real peace, stability and 
reconciliation. 

Interviewer: You talked there about sending up your own smoke 
signals after the task force completes its report. Do you 
detect, as I think some peo~le do, I think I do, that there are 
smoke signals coming up from the SDLP that they are prepared to 
discuss, that they are prepared perhaps to mo~e for what you 
perceive of as their rigid position with an entire veto over any 
movement? 

J 
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Mr. Robinson: Well, sometime·s it is i,ifficult to decipher these 
codes, and there have been noises made and I think there is . ,. 
scepticism within the unionist community, and it is the mistrust 
that comes with the lack of contact, a lack of contact that is a 

I 

result of the Anglo-Irish Agreement, that perhaps we don't ialk 
the same language and . maybe what is being said one side i.sn • t 
properly beino interpreted by the other. . I think there is a 
y«;,m;11·ttl vit:iw within ths unioniist cmmnunit~ thnt the noiaea that 

are being made by the SDLP are more noises to suck us in ~o the 
Anglo-Irish process and to have us ne9otiate a structure of 
Government within the Anglo-Irish Agreement and under the 
auspices of the Anglo-Irish Agreement. - -

lnteryiewer: If there is a communication problem, if there is a 
problem of a lack of understandino, a lack of ability to ~ecode 
those signals isn't that a strong case for the unionists having 
talks formally or informally with the SDLP so that both si~es 
know exactly where the other side stan~s? 

Mr, Robinson: I think yes, it is a goo~ case for those talks, 
but those talks can only take place under the right 
circumstances. Unicinists aren't going to go into talks with 
their hands tied behind their backs. 

Int~[Yie~t: No, I'm not saying negotiations now, I'm simply 
saying talks, discussions, this is where wer're at where are you 
at? That kind of discussion surely cannot do any harm and 
cannot prejudice your position in future negotiations? 

Mr. Robinson: Well, I suspect that those talks to be meaningful 
need to be in the form of negotiations with the SDLP and that 
can only take place with the suspension of the Agreement. Now, 
I can understand the SDLP from their position, thought it will 
nut b0 accepted in the unionist community, saying look maybe the 
Agreement isn't bringing us very much but at least it has put 
the Official unionists and the Democratic unionists in the 

.. 
.f\• ;,.· 
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halfpenny place. They -are :in a Oifficult situation :~nd the 
embarrassment it has caused to them is sufficient cause for us 
to smile and the advantage that we have over the unionist 

I 

community, where we can whisper in the ear of an Irish or 
English Minister and the effect chan~e by that ,is more power 
than all the unionist MPs put together. In effect-we have/ ~ 
situation where there .is minority control in Northern Ire~and 
and the majority have no effective voice _in this country. The 
Anglo-Irish Agreement 9ives them and disc~iminates against the, 
unionist community in that they have a partner, a surroga~e, if 
you like, in the shape of the Dubljn Government who in the 
InterQovernmental Conference negotiat•s for them. There is no 
one doing that for the unionist community because no one will 
tell me that Nick Scott or Tom King represents the unionist 
community in Northern Ireland, They have nothing in common 
with the unionists of Northern Ireland and therefore quite 
clearly they _ are in a position of clear advantage. Now, in 
that position of clear advantage I can see a reluctance on their 
part, its bound to be a reluctance on their part, to move to 
anything that is less than what they have, why should they. 

Interviewer: You say why should they, but surely they are 
pragmatic politicians in themselves if they can see something 
that is better and that after all is what you are hoping to 
produce as a result of the task force, because you cannot offer 
them anything worse than their current position, what you can 
offer them is an alternative? 

Mr. Bot>insQ.n: Yes, but then you come back to the dilemma that 
we referred to . earlier, namely, that you cannot give your hand 
away before negotiations start and negotiations can't start 
until there is a suspension of the Agreement. So unionists are 
not going to give all before negotiations start and then have 
someboOy screw them for some more after that.,. Its very clear 
to us that the only way forward is for the Prime Minister to 
find some mechanism to suspend that Agreement and to stop the 
working of the Maryfield Secretariat. 

,I 
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Interviewer: And if that A9reernent were to be susp.eaded, and 
that's a very very broad if, would you then be prepared to enter 

into meanin9ful negotiations with the SDLP to determine the way 
forward, because after all both Mrs. Thatcher ~as said that the 
Aqreement can only c~me from the parties within Northern / , 

Ireland, that certainly was the mind set of .Garrett FitzG,erald, 

it may not be that of Charles Hauohey, a~d it certainly would 
seem to be from the straws and the wind t~e will of the peopla 
of Northern Ireland as a whole? . 

' 

Mr. Robinson: Wel 1, whether we i·n those circumstances are 
negotiating directly with the SDLP or whetner we are ne;otiat~n; 
with the British Government, I think there has been a clear 
indication from the two unionist party leaders that they are 
prepared to ne9otiate an·a1ternative to the Aoreement. We would 
fools if we weren't prepared to get rid of an agreement that is 
causin; death and destruction in our province. And therefore 
in a spirit of generosity I believe that you would find that 
there was sufficient latitude for the two unionist party leaders 
to negotiate a reasonable alternative t~ and replacement for the 

Anglo-Irish Agreement. One that would provide the essential 
ingredients that wouid bring peace and stability and 
reconciliation, namely, the consent of the largest section of 
this community, the unionist people. 

Interviewer: An6 what about the Irish dimension? 

~r. Robinson: Well, the Irish dimension was indicated in the 
letter of, I think it was the 28th August, to the Prime Minister 

from Jim Molyneaux and Ian Paisley where they recognised that if 

there was a structural Government in Northern Ireland, that 

there would have to be~ re~ationship between the leaders of 
that structure and the leaders of the Irish Republic. The 

nature and character of that relationship is ;obviously something 

open to negotiation, but it will be an unreasonable politician 

in Northern Irel$nd who, if he felt there was advantage to his 

' 
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people by having some conta6t with his opposite numb~r in the -
' 

Irish Republic, would. refus~ to talk to him. ' ·, 

i 
Interviewer: Could I ask you one final point and again its a 
very subjective one, and we're talking about codes and we're 

I 

talking about smoke signals, do you as a politician;of 
relatively lono standing in Northern Ireland., do you det~et or 
feel in any way that movement has begun, that things are 
starting to move forward, because they have to perforce? 

. 
' 

Mr. Robinson: I think· that there is a willingness in the 
unionist community to move towards an alternative to the 
Aqreement and I think that you are probably"seein9 it now for 
one clear reason, because I believe that more and more and 
particularly on the mainland that there is a recognition that 
the Anglo-Irish Agreement isn't working, isn't going to work, 
and therefore we need to g~t on ~ltet~ative to it. I think its 
a recognition on the part of opinion formers, if you like, that 
we need an alternative that has encouraged the unionists to take 
the step that they are now considering to take. 

' 
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